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These sessions are a guide to the idea behind Grow Your
Mind. Each session is designed to be taught over the period
of a month. They have NOT been created to be taught in one
session, but rather following the child’s interest, the level of
engagement in the room etc.  The ‘sessions’ spotlight how
you can teach key mental health and emotional wellbeing
topics in a group situation with young children. All of the

themes covered can be complemented by daily activities that
practice breathing, gratitude and kindness.



Session 1: meet the animals - mental health
Tell the story of all of the animals (see Appendix A
for this). Use the amygdala jar as you do this (shaking
it up to show what happens in our brain when we feel
uncomfortable emotions).

1.

*If you wish you can show children (if you have access to
a screen) our 2 minute clip on the animals in the brain)

2. Role play for the children a few scenarios using the
soft toys and the GYM puppets to show what happens
in your brain when you feel uncomfortable emotions.
For each scenario, have the four animals working
together, until something goes wrong. For example,
someone breaks your toy, not sharing etc. The Guard
Dog puppet can then be replaced with the BIG Guard
Dog and shown that when we experience
uncomfortable feelings, our Guard Dog gets very loud
and bossy, and our other animals can't communicate. 

As a class, go through some of the strategies so that all
our animals can continue chatting (and you can swap
the Guard Dog back to the small puppet). 

Strategies - How to keep the animals chatting:  

Song: 
Breathe in, breathe out, there’s no need to scream and
shout, 
Quiet, cosy, calm your body down.

Breath work: Smell the flower, blow out the petals and
finger breathing

Animal Story (Appendix A)
GYM animal puppets
Two extra soft toys (for role
play)

Resources

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pI1xY_Hj3U4&t=49s


Session 1: meet the animals - mental health
Find the animal treasure hunt

Hide pictures of the animals throughout your playground or
indoor space

Give each student a scavenger hunt printout and encourage them
to tick next to it when they find that particular animal.

When they return have the 5 animals hidden in the meeting space
in separate areas of the room. Call out:

Skip to the animal who helps you make good decisions
Jump to the animal who can bark too loudly sometimes
Walk with your hands on your head to the animal who helps you
notice when someone is lonely or sad
Put your hands on your hips and sway to the animal who helps you
to remember that you don't need to shout
Giggle all the way to the animal that helps you to really concentrate
when drawing

Create a scavenger hunt
document with each
animal down one side of
the paper and space for
kids to mark off animals
as they find them

Resources



Dice for dicey situations: Explain to children that
they can come and roll the dice when they feel sad,
frustrated or angry and it will give them an idea of
what to do with that BIG feeling that is safe. Do a few
rolls with the children.

Traffic Light poster: Using the poster, explain each
colour as a way to role model how we can choose to
react when we have big uncomfortable feelings

Students Draw: Colour in the traffic light

Follow on activities for throughout the week: IF
there are similar issues always coming up for children
with their reactions role-play these scenarios using
the puppets with solutions and alternatives to
hitting/screaming/sulking breaking things etc!

Invite students to touch an image in the Take Care of
Your Mind poster that they plan on doing that day

Roll the dice for dicey situations: roll and practice
reacting in a safe way to big feelings

Students Draw: Their favourite animal or colour in
one of ours

Find the right puppet game: Describe the animal’s
role. E.g. This animal helps you to remember your
bag… make sure you don’t say it’s name. Invite
students to walk to that part of the room where the
animal puppet is if they think they know the right
answer

Amygdala jar
breathing wheel
Brain poster
Breathing wheel
Traffic light poster
Puppets
Traffic light colouring in
sheets
Dice for dicey situations
Take Care of Your Mind
poster
Animal colouring in sheets

Grow Your Mind resources
needed:

Session 1: CONTINUED



Session 2: Guard Dog Big feelings, small feelings
Recap on each animal and their role. “Let’s get the
animals talking to each other now by doing some
mindful breathing” 

Breath work: Re cap on breathing styles from
previous week. Shake up the amygdala jar and invite
students to watch it and breathe in and out until the
glitter settles. Introduce the breathing wheel and go
through each style. (If you have access to
technology, you could show them the video of the
different breathing styles on our Youtube channel).

Feelings: Today is about keeping our Guard Dog
calm. We can do it  by breathing or we can do it by
naming our feelings. Feelings are things we can’t
see, they are in our bodies, sometimes they can be
VERY uncomfortable, sometimes they can be VERY
comfortable!

Another way to keep our Guard Dog calm and wake
up our Wise Owl is to name our feelings

Feeling cards games: select 4 cards, explain each
feeling to the children. Then give a scenario that
describes how flower dude is feeling without using
the name, see if children can guess the right name!

Dicey for dicey situations: Remember you can
feel whatever you like, but we need to act in a way
that is safe, let's try a few rolls of our dice to give us
some strategies for when we are feeling
uncomfortable feelings!

Feelings cards
Breathing wheel
Dice for dicey situations
Catastrophe magnet

Story:
Nicho draws a feeling by Bob
Raczka

GYM resources: 



3. SONG as an echo for each line: (Frere Jacques tune) 
(You can use your Guard Dog puppet to help you sing this song!)
Feelings come and go 
Some feel strong 
Some feel lovely 
All are welcome here
If you gave them a colour
What would it be?
Angry might be red
Joy might be green
What about sad?
What colour would it be?
Keep your guard dog small
By giving them a colour

4. Read the book: 
Niko Draws a Feeling by Bob Raczka or In My Heart by Jo Witek

5. Art activity:
Paint different colours for different feelings, or paint how you are feeling now

6. Introduce the Guard Dog magnets
brainstorm all of the problems that might happen in. a day and work out where
they fit on each colour of the guard dog catastrophe scale. Explain if our Guard
dog is barking really loudly but it is only a teeny tiny problem, what do you think we
can do about it?  Big breaths, amygdala jar, name your feeling etc

Follow on activities for throughout the week:
Charades - Invite children to act out a feeling without saying it
Guess the feeling: Students choose a different emotion and start off by saying "I
feel like this when..."

Keep practising breathing styles using the breathing style 
wheel or using the amygdala jar. 

Session 2: CONTINUED



Session 3: Wise owl wake up! (kindness)

Guard dog sharing a toy with the other animals
Elephant checking to see if Wise Owl is ok after a
fall
Sifting Sooty offering to carry something for the
Guard Dog
Octopus picking up rubbish even if it is not theirs

We are talking about kindness today and guess
what?! You can catch kindness just like you can
catch a cold! When we are kind we wake up our
Wise Owl. Can everyone say “Wake up wise owl!"

Use the Wise Owl puppet to ask students the
following questions:
How can we be kind? Who can think of some ways we
can be kind?

2. Role play with the puppets:
Ways to be kind in the preschool

*If you have access to a screen, this is a playful song
from Sesame street about kindness: That’s kindness

3. Book: How to Fill a Bucket
Read the book, and afterward tell students that we
are going to practice being bucket fillers and
practicing to be kind.

Book: 
How to Fill a Bucket by Carol
McCloud

GYM resources:
Flip to Flourish pages 90-91

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=enaRNnEzwi4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=enaRNnEzwi4


Take photos of children doing kinds things at
school and make a display: We wake up our
Wise Owl by being bucket fillers

Try out one of the breathing styles

Invite students to touch different images on
the Take Care of Your Mind poster

4. Mindfulness meditation: 
Invite children to close their eyes and think
about someone you really love and repeat after
me:
“May you be safe
May you feel loved
May you be healthy”
Now think about yourself and repeat after me:
“May I feel safe, may I feel loved, may I feel
healthy”…. 

5. Draw: 
Your own bucket and one way you can be kind
this week

Follow on activities:

Session 3: CONTINUED



Let’s do some mindful breathing to make
sure all the animals are also awake. Use the
breathing wheel and choose a breathing style to
focus on. 

Let’s wake up our elephant today… can everyone
say “Wake up elephant”! Use the Elephant puppet. 

1.

2. There is another way to keep the animals chatting
and our elephant awake and that is something
called Gratitude. Pull the strength out and stick it on
the empty strengths balloon.

Explain: Gratitude means we are aware of all the
good things in our life and feel thankful about them.

For me…. I feel grateful for my _______(insert
person)_________ (insert place/ocean/river.
trees)__________ (animals etc)

3. Book: Three
After reading it. Three the dog could have focused
on not having 4 legs, but instead he focused on all
the things he loved e.g. trees, smells, people. That’s
gratitude!

Session 4: ELEPHANT can you hear me (gratitude)

Book: 
Three by Stephen Michael King

GYM resources:
Flip to Flourish 
Amygdala jar 
Breathing wheel



SESSION 4: CONTINUED

Flip to Flourish - flip to different images relating
to Gratitude

Take care of your mind poster; Invite students to
touch on different images

Mindful breathing practice

4. Gratitude hands
Sometimes our elephant forgets that we have lots
to feel thankful for… We can remind our elephant by
looking at our hand. Point to each finger on your
hand and name someone or something you feel
thankful for. Invite a few children to do the same.

5. Draw: trace hand and draw something you feel
thankful for in the middle of it

Follow on activities throughout the week
Start a gratitude wall - we keep our elephant awake
by focusing on what we are thankful for

Book: 
Three by Stephen Michael King

GYM resources:
Flip to Flourish 
Amygdala jar 
Breathing wheel



SESSION 5: Sifting Sooty let's focus! (mindfulness)
We are waking up our Sifting Sooty today - can
everyone say “Wake up Sifting Sooty!” (Get Your
Sifting Sooty puppet out!)

Let’s get all the animals chatting with some mindful
breathing

Use amygdala Jar and breathing wheel

A great way to keep our Sifting Sooty awake is to be
mindful - we just did mindful breathing but you can
be mindful of anything
Mindful eating
Mindful walking
Mindful smelling
All it means - is you are aware of what is happening
right now. You keep bringing your mind back to this
moment, right here.

Book: Mindful Monkey, Happy Panda

Practice: 
We are going to practice mindfully touching
objects. Gather objects from nature, as well as man
made objects. Keep them all in a bag. Either in pairs,
or as a class, students close their eyes and pick out
an item. They need to describe how it feels and then
try and guess the mystery object! 

Book: Mindful Monkey, Happy
Panda (Lauren Alderfer)

Loads of objects to smell and
touch

GYM resources:
Amygdala jar 
Flip to flourish 
Breathing wheel



Practice mindful eating at lunchtimes for the first few mouthfuls

Practice mindful breathing using the breathing wheel

Practice mindful activities such as: Who can name one colour they can see, one
thing they can smell, one sound they can hear? This also wakes up our Sifting
Sooty!

Mindfully smelling (have vanilla, water, vinegar in small containers, children each
have a turn of smelling them and guessing what each smell is. 

Mindfully eating (check for allergies, sultanas or apple usually good for this,
demonstrate the process first and then as a group do it together - notice the
colour, smell it, does it have sound, chew slowly)

End with a mindful meditation: 
Play some music, put a soft toy or object on each child’s belly and invite them to
close their eyes and feel the rise and fall of the object.

Draw:
How you feel after being mindful

Follow on activities:

SESSION 5: continued



Practice mindful breathing using the breathing wheel

Practice mindful activities such as: Who can name one colour they can see, one
thing they can smell, one sound they can hear? This also wakes up our Sifting
Sooty!

Today we are going to practice something called empathy, let's see how your
empathy powers are going. Every say: Wake Up Sensitive Octopus!

Using the feeling cards, pick out 4 and explain them each. Now tell a little scenario that
usually brings on that feeling.

What do you think flower dude is feeling when

e.g. he wanted to wear his favourite t-shirt but it was wet in the washing machine
(frustrated, disappointed) She tied her shoelaces all on her own (proud)

Now can you guess how I might be feeling?
I got to preschool/Kindi and no one wanted to play with me?
I go to ............................. and someone yelled at me
I got to.............................. and no one wanted to play my game

What could you do to help me?

Read the book invisible boy - and invite children to imagine how Brayn might be
feeling throughout the story.

Comfortable or uncomfortable?
Eplxian that there are no such things as bad feelings, all feelings are welcome

SESSION 6: wake up octopus - empathy



SESSION 7: Wake up everyone!
trying again and growth mindset 

 
Everyone let’s say “Wake up animals!”

Today we are going to wake EVERYONE up by doing
lots of things for our mental health!!

First up:
Let’s be kind to each other

Song: "The more we stick together the happier we
will be

For my friends are your friends and your friends are
my friends, so the more we stick together the
happier we’ll be"

Next: Breath work
Select a few breathing styles from your breathing
wheel.

Next: Touch our fingers and name something you
are grateful for.

Finally: Let’s play! Because playing is really good
for our mental health. 

Dice for Dicey situations

Weeds and Flowers game

Some flowers and some dead
looking vines

GYM resources

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4crwVqxsVO0


SESSION 6: continued

Make a I can’t do it yet wall
Flip to different images in the Flip to Flourish
Breathing wheel practice
Daily touching of Take Care of Your Mind poster
Re cap traffic light breathing

Explain: Your school has a Weeds and Flowers game - has anyone here played Snakes and
Ladders. Well it is the same really - although the flowers take you up and the weeds take
you down. Flowers are things we do that are good for our minds, weeds are things that
aren’t so good. Let’s look at a few together

Read different flowers and weeds statements from the board game

I’m going to say something and you need to go to either flowers or weeds (Or students can
act like they are growing like a flower, or shrink like a weed).

Read out similar examples….

You guys can play this game at other times in smaller groups.

One of the weeds talks about: you make a mistake, and you try again. That is a really
important one. Next time you say you can’t do something, add yet! We are all learning! And
we don’t have to know everything right now, we just don’t know it yet. Our brains are
growing!

Read: Rosie Revere Engineer
Explain: Rosie learnt that the only true failure is quitting and not trying

Everyone repeat after me “I can’t do it YET”
*if you have access to a screen, play The Power of Yet on Sesame Street
We need to get it wrong to learn….

Draw: Something you can’t do YET!

Follow on activities

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XLeUvZvuvAs


further ways to embed the program:
One focus strength every month:

January

February 

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Courage

Helpfulness

Respect

Kindness

Honesty

Patience

Love

Curiosity

Perseverance

Gratitude

Hope/optimism

Generosity

The Koala who could: 
Rachel Bright

The Lion inside

Rosie Revere Engineer: Andrea Beaty 
The second sky: Patick Guest

Izzy Gizmo: Pip Jones

Iggy Peck architect: Andrea Beaty 
All the ways to be smart: Davina Bell
You might find yourself: Tai Snaith

The boy, the mole, the fox and the
horse: Charlie Macesy

Little Beauty: Anthony Browne

The boy who cried wolf (fable)
I want my hat back: Jon Klasses

Pig the Fibber, Aaron Blabey

Slowdown world: Tai Snaith
Elmer’s walk: David MCkee

If you want to see a whale: Julian Fogliano

How to fill a bucket: Carol McCloud
The Invisible boy: Trudy Ludwig

Kind: Axel Scheffler

The Golden Rule: Ilene CooperDo
Unto Otters: Laurie Keller

Sometimes I’m Bombaloo: Rachel
Vail

Sofia Valdez, future Prez: Andrea Beaty
A sick day for Amos McGee: Phillip Stead

Tippy and JellyBean: Sophie
Cunningham

 

Three: Stephen Micheal King
The thankful boy: Todd Parr

The terrible suitcase: Emma Allen
Penguin Problems: Jory John

A hat for Mrs Goldman: Michelle
Edwards

Extra Yarn: Mac Barnett



Use books to promote narrative-based role play
 
 

Choose. a book you love or one from the list. 
 

Plan out creative ways to bring the story alive after you have finished reading it to the class.
 

E.g. set up a scene outside in the play area that reflects the book, either objects that already
exist or place a few new ones.

 
Think of a problem that the character has faced in the book. e.g The Koala who could, Kevin

was too afraid to leave the tree! 
 

Upon finishing reading the book to the kids, get the Grow Your Mind puppets out and explain
that the animals can help us when we face problems and they can even help the character in

the book.
 

e.g. the elephant can remind the koala that he can be brave
the wise owl can come up with some good ideas for getting safely out of the tree

the sensitive octopus can help all of Kevin's friends be patient and kind to their koala friend as
he struggles to face his fears

the guard dog can help Kevin be calm by telling him he isn't in danger!
the sifting sooty can help Kevin focus on how to get down

 
 

Now tell the kids that we are all going to pretend to be in the book too! How can we help our
friend the koala? Kindness? Patience? what else?! (feel free to let the kids come up with plans

that are super practical too e.g. ropes, caring adults who get koalas down, etc)
 

Extend into loads of activities: draw the people who help you when you are nervous.
find out more about koalas, what do they eat, drink, need to stay safe.

 
 
 
 



Newsletter home to parents to keep them informed of topics and tools
 

Remember you can find colouring in sheets on our website



Appendix A 

Grow Your Mind Introductory Script
Who here has brushed their teeth? Who here has put on sunscreen? Who drinks water? (After each question follow
up with 'why do we do this?').
You do these things to make your body strong!

At Grow Your Mind we want to keep our bodies strong as well as our minds! Can everyone touch where their brain
iis?

How do you keep your mind strong? We're going to explore lots of different ways to keep our mind strong. The first
step we are going to take is meeting some animals that live inside our brain!

(Use your puppets here to help introduce each animal). Each animal helps us to do something. The first animal we are
going to meet is the Wise Owl. The Wise Owl helps you make good decisions, especially when it comes to being kind
& respectful! IT tells you to share your things! To take big, deep breaths when you feel sad or angry. Let's take three
deep breaths all together now! Your Wise Owl is very useful!

The next animal helps you to remember things. Everyone, let's welcome to your brain... The Elephant! The Elephant
helps to remind you to wash your hands or put your hat on when you're outside. Your Elephant is very useful.

Our next animal can be a bit cheeky. The Guard Dog keeps us safe at all costs. It is the fight, freeze or flee part of
our brain. You might be about to cross the road and suddenly a car flies around the corner! And if your Guard Dog
is working really hard, it will tell your brain and body to freeze! Everyone, let's freeze right now! Your Guard Dog is
very useful!

Our next animal has 8 arms and lives under the sea! Who could it be? The Sensitive Octopus. It helps you notice that
someone is sad and try and help them.. It also helps you to imagine how a character in a book might be feeling. This
builds something called empathy in our body which is very useful. 

Our final animal helps you to finish a painting or come up with an interesting game to play with your friends.  It is
the Sifting Sooty. If you were building a block of towers, your Sifting Sooty will help you to focus to finish it even if
there are lots of noises and smells and friends telling you to come to play. Your Sifting Sooty is very useful. 

All your animals love to be able to hear each other. Your Elephant can remind your Wise Owl to be kind,  your Wise
Owl can tell your Guard Dog that you are safe, your Sensitive Octopus might notice someone is alone and invite
them to play and our Sifting Sooty can tell your Elephant to remember to really listen! BUT! Sometimes our Guard
Dog gets it very, very wrong. Do you remember how I told you your Guard Dog keeps you safe and how it helps you
to freeze when you are on a road? Well, that same Guard Dog can't always tell the difference between when you are
in danger and when you are just really frustrated. That sweet, little dog can start barking very loudly even when it
doesn't need to! This makes it really hard for the other animals to do their job. 
(Use amygdala jar - shake it up while talking) Sometimes our brain can feel a bit like this jar. This can happen when
someone doesn't play the game in a way we like, or maybe they are sitting next to someone you want to be sitting
with. When your brain looks like this, your Guard Dog gets bigger and bigger and it is tricky for the othre animals to
remember what to do. The thing is you aren't actually in danger, its just your Guard Dog has forgotten that!

Luckily, we know lots of ways to keep our Guard Dog calm. And we're going to explore them now. 
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